
DPSH/1325/23-24 

12/05/2023           Delhi Public School, Howrah 

                  Class- IX 
   

 

Dear Parents,   
 

As CBSE has introduced TWO LEVELS OF EXAMINATIONS IN MATHEMATICS in Class-X since the year 2020, hence you are 
requested to select which level of mathematics your ward will appear for the upcoming Board examinations 2025.  
The details of this scheme are as follows:   

  

The two levels of Examination will be held in the subject of Mathematics in the Board examination for Class X in the year 

2025 and the same shall not be applicable to the internal assessment in classes IX or X.  First level would be the same as 

the existing one, and the other would be an easier level.   

 

The two levels of Examinations will be:  Mathematics-Standard for the usual level of examination, and Mathematics-Basic 

for the easier level of examination.   

 

The syllabus, class room teaching and internal assessment for both the levels of examination would remain the same so 

that the students get an opportunity to study the whole range of topics throughout the year. 

 

The Standard level will be meant for students who wish to opt for Mathematics at Sr. Secondary level and the Basic level 

would be for students not keen to pursue Mathematics at higher levels. Hence students opting for Basic Mathematics will 

not be able to pursue the subject Mathematics in higher classes although he/she will be able to pursue Applied 

Mathematics at Sr. Secondary level (The syllabus of Applied Mathematics has been framed by CBSE in such a way that it 

suits the requirement of Commerce and Humanities students.)  

 

You are requested to fill in the form given below and return it to their respective HRT’s latest by 16th June 2023.  

 

 

 
___________________ 

                                                                                   Headmistress 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                   

 

UNDERTAKING FROM PARENTS ABOUT SELECTION OF SUBJECT 

 

I, ____________________________________, parent of _____________________________ of Class IX  Sec____, want 

my child to appear for Mathematics___________________(Standard/ Basic) in the Class X CBSE Board Examinations 

2025.  

          _____________________ 

(Parent of ______________________) 

                               Class IX Sec___ (2023-24)  



 


